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摘 要

阿南达·苏卡兰（Ananda Sukarlan）成为第一位在《 20世纪 2000名杰出音乐家》

一书中被记载的印度尼西亚演奏家-作曲家，在传记里被形容为在音乐教育界里拥有巨

大的影响力。他在印度尼西亚和国际舞台上都是公认的著名钢琴家和作曲家。在他的钢

琴作品里，其中最重要的是《群岛狂想曲》。苏卡兰的作曲风格既具有技巧性又不失出

色的表现，这在《群岛狂想曲》中尤为明显。本研究将以历史背景的角度探讨苏卡兰《第

4群岛狂想曲》的表演诠释，他的作曲方式受到了印尼传统音乐风格的影响，这或多或

少地影响了他的音乐身份。苏卡兰把印尼音乐的元素与西方古典音乐融合，在《4号群

岛狂想曲》里，他还尝试保持了自我风格的原创性和真实性，从而创造出了独特的音乐

美学。本论文旨在更好地了解印尼古典音乐的丰富曲目，同时在苏卡兰的《4号群岛狂

想曲》中特别联系到他的音乐思想。本文将紧随苏卡兰的创作过程，并将此旅程置于我

自己作为钢琴家的个人诠释中。因此，通过这种方式探索苏卡兰的音乐，本人将能够对

这部非常有价值的作品进行全面介绍，并且能让钢琴家，作曲家和教育家都从中受益。

关键字：阿南达·苏卡兰（Ananda Sukarlan）的《第 4群岛狂想曲》，研究诠释，历史背

景。
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Abstract

Ananda Sukarlan became the first Indonesian performer-composer to be listed in the
publication "The 2000 Outstanding Musicians of the 20th Century", appearing in this
biography as someone who has had a significant influence on music education. He is
recognized as a well-known pianist and composer, both in Indonesia and internationally.
Among the most important works written for the pianoforte are his set of Rapsodia Nusantara.
Sukarlan’s compositional style could best be defined as being at once virtuosic and brilliant,
and this is especially evident in Rapsodia Nusantara for the piano. The researcher will present
his own interpretation of Rapsodia Nusantara no 4 by Ananda Sukarlan, set against the
history of its conception. The composer’s approach to composition unashamedly takes
influence from traditional Indonesian musical styles, and this influences his musical identity,
to a lesser or greater extent. Sukarlan adapts elements of Indonesian music and fuses them
with their Western classical counterparts. In the case of the Rapsodia Nusantara No. 4,
Sukarlan also tries to remain original and authentic to his own compositional style, creating a
unique musical aesthetic. This present thesis aims to provide a better understanding of the rich
Indonesian classical music repertoire, whilst simultaneously making specific reference to
Sukarlan’s musical ideas in his fourth Rapsodia Nusantara. The thesis will closely follow
Sukarlan’s compositional process and proposes to place this journey within my own personal
interpretive framework as pianist. It is hoped, therefore, that exploring Sukarlan’s music in
this way, the author will be able to provide a comprehensive interpretation of this very
valuable work, and that it can be of some use for pianists, composers, and educators alike.

Key Words: Rapsodia Nusantara no 4 by Ananda Sukarlan, Interpretation, Historical
Background.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The music of Indonesia and musical instrumental manifestations found today across this
massive archipelago is the result of many different internal and external influences over
hundreds of years. To say that music in Indonesia is very diverse is an understatement, and it
will be seen because there is such a variety of ethnicities, it is unsurprising that all 17,508
islands within the archipelago have their own distinctive cultures and sub-cultures; cultures
that, arguably, express themselves most strongly through the arts. Indeed, there are thousands
of different types of music littered across Indonesia, with corresponding dances, rituals and
ceremonies.

As a country, Indonesia is transcontinental, lying peacefully between the Indian and the
Pacific Oceans in Southeast Asia and Oceania. Indonesia is home to more than 267 million
people, and it is the fourth most populous country in the world. Indonesians themselves use
the word "Nusantara" to describe their country, a word translating roughly as the "archipelago
in between," specifically because it lies between two continents and two oceans. Though the
Indonesian people are internationally known for being one of the most friendly races in
Southeast Asia, geographically it is a country of extremes, with literally hundreds of active
volcanoes located close to pristine beaches, whilst at least fifty percent of the population
engulfed by poverty.

Historically speaking, Indonesian music-making began, as far as we know, during the
Bronze Age when culture shifted to the peninsula in the second century BC. Indonesian music
at this time was generally percussive, making use of drums and gongs not dissimilar to those
found in Vietnam in the Dong Som cultures around this area. As the music evolved, it has
subsequently become some of the most complex and varied music in the world. Instruments
now range from the Sasando stringed instruments from Rote Island, bamboo
the Angklung orchestra from West Java, Gordang IX from Sumatera Island, and most
famously, the complex Gamelan orchestral music from Central Java and Bali. In addition to
‘original’ forms of music, there are several genres of music that have clear roots in external
influences; Keroncong from the Portuguese (taking its name from the guitar that Portuguese
brought with them on their ships), and Dangdut, a name for music that is onomatopoeically
taken from the set of tabla drums found in Hindi music. Despite such diversity, perhaps the
most dominant culture to stand out these vast musical riches is that of the island Java.

When Indonesia finally found independence in 1945, the government worked hard to
shape a shared national identity, best summed up with universal motto "Bhinneka Tunggal
Ika" ("Unity in Diversity" literally, "many, and yet as one"). All of local cultures were thus
defined and redefined through a national language, whilst simultaneously promoting ethnic
diversity, religious pluralism overshadowing hundreds of years’ worth of colonialism.
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Today in Indonesia, a great number of significant composers have already contributed to
the development of Indonesian classical music. Some of these composers took great pains to
find their own voices, crafting compositions that would both push music forward whilst
remaining faithful to their own particular musical identities. Both Amir Pasaribu and Trisutji
Kamal are two such examples of composers who were interested in exploring traditional
music. Ananda Sukarlan is a living Indonesian composer who is principally concerned with
the promotion of Indonesian classical music based on his own cultural heritage. Ananda has
contributed much to Indonesian music after years of living and studying abroad in Europe. He
returned to Nusantara and began to present his compositions to the musical scene in Jakarta,
his present city of residence.

In musical practice, interpretative ideas and techniques have traditionally been shared
through demonstration by the teacher to the student. It is with this in mind that it might be
considered a radical departure from this to propose that one can learn through the author’s
own modest contribution to piano pedagogy here. The present study departs from this
convention in order to discuss and present personal ideas of musical interpretation. By
systematizing the mechanics of interpretation, it is hoped that this study will be of help to the
pianist, teacher or student, thus aiding the building of a set of core repertoire skills that can be
considered amongst centuries of other studies on compositional style. For the modern pianist,
it is always desirable to have a large cache of interpretative options ready at the fingertips
when looking for ideas that can challenge the present canon of work.

Performance practice and historical accuracy/ ‘authenticity’ have often been the starting
point when forcing boundaries upon and around personal interpretation. However, the present
approach is one of exploring universal ideas around each individual element of music. Indeed,
the purpose of this work is not to cover every potential interpretative dilemma, and nor could
it be so in a work of such limited scope. However, providing useful examples will certainly
help young musicians develop their knowledge, as well as building up curiosity, and, as a
result, unearth deeper meanings behind the notes in the stack of scores that tends to build up
on top of the piano(!).

Thus with Rapsodia Nusantara, we have a model of modern virtuosity and a
composition that incorporates elements of traditional Indonesian music, modern
compositional techniques, and even direct quotations from Indonesian folk melodies. As the
4th composition in his Rapsodia Nusantara set, this piece shows clearly Ananda’s
compositional thought processes and technique. In this way, this piece can and will be
analyzed in terms of its interpretation, framed by a historical genesis of the composition.
Sukarlan’s set of Rapsodia number thirty in total, the most recent being composed in 2020,
with the composer’s main goal being to create a set of Rapsodia representing the 34 provinces
of Nusantara. All of these Rapsodies are well-loved by Indonesian and foreign pianists alike,
thus illustrating that his music is well thought of. Rapsodia Nusantara No. 4 is considered as
one of his most virtuoso pieces from the collection, and there are very few pianists who
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performed this piece successfully. Sukarlan was full of irony when composing this, knowing
that the virtuosic nature of his music in fact opposes they lyrical nature of the compositional
form “Rhapsody”, and, in this case, he uses “Rapsodia” just as a kind of structural shorthand
for his way of thinking, exploring new ways of treating basic musical material, in this case,
the melodies of Indonesian folksongs. At the very least the present research also hopes to
bring awareness, deeper comprehension, and practical application to this very special
composition; it intends to not only expose the musician to various modern music
compositional styles, but also will allow musicians to have an even greater understanding of
musical interpretation as a discipline in its own right.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL CONCEPT

2.1 Interpretation

Interpretation is an absolute necessity when considering the practice and performance of
music, regardless of whether we sing with or play, either on modern or even period
instruments. It is possibly best to start by considering the question ‘what exactly should we try
to do in performing music written before our own time?’ The answer should need no further
qualification when considering early music when pitched against contemporary composition.
Both require a good deal of thought in their interpretation. Most performers would think in
terms of being true to the work (read “authentic”), and of exploring emotional content, and,
furthermore, of attempting to honor the composer’s intentions. Needless to say, imagination
and originality should be given the utmost priority for performers in the execution of the work
of others, but we must also recognize that (normally) this apparent creativity should serve the
music that the artist performs, thus bringing alive the character of the music. Even in the heart
of the most lenient of critics, we become alarmed when the performer’s musical identity
mutilates the musical intention of the composer. It is precisely this realization of the music,
and the balance of performer as the composer that may be deemed to be true ‘interpretation’,
even though there is an enormous grey area in the classifying and standardizing of
‘interpretation’ as a viable musical concept.

Ravel, notoriously occupying the most conservative space on interpretation once said: ‘I
do not ask for my music to be interpreted, but only for it to be played’. As if in sympathetic
vibration, Stravinsky offered his own scathing consequent: ‘Music should be transmitted and
not interpreted, because interpretation reveals the personality of the interpreter (author’s
italics) rather than that of the author, and who can guarantee that such an executant will reflect
the author’s vision without distortion?’. Already we have a small idea of the problem that
interpretation poses for concert musicians. Sukarlan himself has observed that classical
musicians continue to be faced the trappings of music written by deceased composers. True,
we have all the physical materials required for a successful performance of this music, the
starting point, of course, being with the composers own notations. Equally, with the help of
the internet, we now have a wealth of historical recordings and performances, most notably,
perhaps, with Glenn Gould and Arthur Rubinstein, and even going as far back in time to the
recordings of composers performing their own music, such as Rachmaninoff or
Prokofiev (which, on occasion, can show that contemporary standards are somewhat
significantly higher than those of the past. Even Rachmaninoff once admitted this when
Vladimir Horowitz performed the composer’s own works). Our problem now is somewhat
more complicated. A performer wishing to perform one of the Bach French Suites is spoiled
for choice – we have access to literally hundreds of different recordings, and most of them of
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extremely high quality, artistically speaking. We can choose the version that best suits our
mood or character, or the one we feel closest too, and at this stage our own mind has been
made up about how the music should be performed. We might not be able to imitate it
precisely to the note (who could imitate Gould?), but we then set to work on that piece of
music with the sound of our favorite recording in our head, thus completely polluting our own
creative input. In this way, then, we have already been conditioned to a specific interpretation
of the music, and not, in fact, of the music that the composer wrote him/herself.1

With new music, we are, of course, expected to have a clear idea of what the composer’s
intentions are. It is, perhaps, more of an advantage for music written for a singer, given
that the words are there to start with, and thus it is generally possible to get an idea of the
mood behind the music. In other circumstances this could even obfuscate the music; a poem
could be so complex that the music alone is the vehicle that guides our feelings, shaping the
atmosphere between the words. With a piece of instrumental music, we need, surely, more
musical ‘sensitivity’ to guide us through the interpretation process. It is precisely for this
reason that a new piece of music is very important in the development of new classical music
repertoire. It is much easier to perform a piece of music that has a "history", and, like
anything existing within a historical framework, the history of the music is surrounded by a
plethora of different discourses; but it is through the interpretation of a new piece of music
that pianists can see the artistic abilities of a musician within this historical discourse. Today,
more than a thousand pianists can sight read impossible note, and perform passages of
virtuosic music with the very nimblest of fingers, and this is already expected from any
pianist. The pianist must understand what lies between those notes, and, increasingly so, even
when he or she has never heard that music before.

Thus, the boundary between notation and its execution is not, in fact, as clear cut as it
has sometimes appeared. The notation of every period of history, to greater or lesser extent, is
incomplete and functions within a set of expectations or conventions that guides (or is guided)
by its realization. In its most narrow sense, interpretation requires a historically informed
ear, demonstrated to the audience through the performer. On the other hand, this may be
considered completely arbitrary. Why indeed shouldn’t concert performers have the poetic
license to choose how to interpret the composer’s own scribbling, thus creating an audio
realization based on the whim of their emotions on the day of the concert?2

Whatever the answer may be, interpretation is the act of ‘bringing one’s whole being –
intellectual, social, cultural, artistic, physical, emotional and personal’ on to the concert
platform. Without this extra ingredient, the music becomes part of the same, rubber-stamped
approach of musical recitation – a practice which has no place for discussion in the present
discussion.

1Silvermen, Marissa. Musical interpretation:philosophical and practical issue, International Journal of Music
Education (New York, 2007), 109
2Sukarlan, Ananda "A new profession in classical music ." Accessed 9 February 2020.
https://andystarblogger.blogspot.com/search?q=a+new+profession

https://andystarblogger.blogspot.com/search?q=a+new+profession
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CHAPTER 3
ANANDA SUKARLAN AND RAPSODIA NUSANTARA No. 4

3.1 Biography of Ananda Sukarlan
Musical Background

Ananda Sukarlan was born in Jakarta on June the 10th, 1968. He is the youngest of seven
siblings. From an early age Ananda had a keen interest in music and had some preliminary
piano lessons from his older sister, Martani, from the age of five. Noting this keen interest in
music, his parents enrolled him on courses at the Yayasan Pendidikan Music (an
Indonesian-style education foundation) when he was almost ten years old, but he was
regarded as having little talent and was subsequently expelled.

Thereafter he studied music privately and, in 1985, he performed a solo piano recital at
Taman Ismail Marzuki in Jakarta and quickly impressed Petrof Piano’s head of distribution
for Indonesia, so much so that he was awarded Petrof Piano Scholarship to study in America,
at the University of Hartford, Connecticut, where he remained for almost half a year. After
this scholarship expired he remained in America with his uncle, who was then the Indonesian
Ambassador for South Africa. On his return home to Jakarta in 1987, he was granted a further
scholarship by the Dutch government to study in Holland at the Royal Conservatory of Hague
and furthered his musical studies here.

Ananda remained in the Netherlands for two years, but strained relations between
Indonesian and Dutch governments resulted in Ananda’s scholarship being withdrawn. With
no other means of financial support, he had to perform in bars in order to finance his
education. It was at this time he also entered piano competitions, which, at first provided
some further financial support, but subsequently had a positive effect on his career. In 1988
Ananda was granted the Edward Flipse Award in the Netherlands National Music
Competition in Amsterdam, followed by a first place prize Award at the Nadia Boulanger
Orleans International Competition in France. He achieved further success in Spain at the
“Xavier Monsalvatge” Twentieth-century Music Competition in Spain, and again in France at
the Blanquefort Piano Competition in Bordeaux.

Despite this apparent success, he recalled that once, when he was hard up and had no
money to pay for his train ticket to travel from Amsterdam to Bordeaux for one such
competition, he would flee and hide in the toilets when he saw an approaching train conductor
so that he would not be thrown from the train. However, such financial difficulties proved
short-lived, where it will be noted he won the first prize in Bordeaux, thus enabling him to
purchase a return train ticket.

In 1993 he graduated from Royal Conservatory in Den Haag. On graduation he made
Europe his main base and settled in Spain. He continues to win competitions, performing as
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soloist with orchestras. He has made a number of recordings, including the complete piano
works of David del Puerto, Santiago Lanchares and Toru Takemitsu, amongst others. Per
Nørgaard, Peter Sculthorpe, John McLeod, have all dedicated their own works to Ananda, and,
quite deservedly this success earned him his place as the first Indonesian to be listed in the
International Who’s Who in Music and 2000 Outstanding Musicians of the 20th Century. 3

Recent Life

Ananda Sukarlan is one of the most successful Indonesian classical composers of our
time, and one of the world’s most forefront pianists. His output is, to say the very least, vast,
and he has composed for a wide range of forces, including an opera, cantatas, choral works,
orchestral compositions, chamber music, piano, compositions for voice, a variety of work for
solo instruments. This output is well documented in his extensive discography, totals around
hundred compositions that he has had performed by musicians across all corners of the globe.

As recent as March 2020, he led the Queen Sofia Prize and as the head adjudicator at this
prestigious competition in Spain. Sukarlan also has contributed to musical education
development in Indonesia. He established the Indonesian Classical Music Foundation, or
Yayasan Musik Sastra Indonesia, which supports young musicians from Indonesia who are
experiencing financial hardship. He is also the director of the Ananda Sukarlan Award which
provides a platform for Indonesian pianists who may freely perform the composer’s works
publicly.

In 2018 Ananda Sukarlan has openly identified himself as having both Asperger’s and
Tourette’s syndrome. Within his professions he has commented that it is not easy to have both
Tourette’s and Asperger's Syndrome simultaneously. This began when he was diagnosed in
1996 with symptoms indicating early stages of the Tourette’s Syndrome and a "high
probability" of Asperger's. In additions, he has described himself as having the feeling of
extreme loneliness (even though he may be in a crowd). He has indicated that this was
something he felt as a teenager. His response to this, whenever he feels this way, is to write
music. Indeed, he has commented that he often writes his best music when he is feeling lonely.
“Being lonely, or alone, is a common trait for Aspies. Asperger's as with the other syndromes
in the autistic spectrum has more to do with social and psychological aspects than a physical
one. The problem is that there are so many speculations about people in the past who
allegedly suffered from Asperger syndrome which he found rather disconcerting, such as
Steve Jobs, Sir Isaac Newton or Albert Einstein, even Mozart.”4

3Sukarlan, Ananda "A new profession in classical music ." Accessed 9 February 2020.
https://andystarblogger.blogspot.com/search?q=a+new+profession
4"Horribly Lonely in Jakarta Post." Accessed 3 February
2020. http://andystarblogger.blogspot.com/2010/09/horribly-lonely-in-jakarta-post.html.

https://andystarblogger.blogspot.com/search?q=a+new+profession
http://andystarblogger.blogspot.com/2010/09/horribly-lonely-in-jakarta-post.html
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3.2 Background to the Folk Song “Buka Pintu”

Songs popular among the people of Indonesia might be classified into four categories:
National Anthems, Indonesian folk songs, Indonesian popular songs, and popular foreign
songs. According to Hokky Situngkir, any accompanied song with lyrics derived from a
certain ethnic language in Indonesia might be considered as being an Indonesian folk song.
The song can either be about the dynamic of its local life or depicting nationalistic spirit.5

However, as will be seen in more recently constructed nation states in Southeast Asia,
there is a significant difference between music which is designed to promote the idea of a
national identity (in this case, being “Indonesian”), and, on the contrary, that promotes and
celebrate more localized, individualized states of being.

The Harvard Dictionary of Music might help to strengthen this argument, classifying
folk song as being “the musical repertory and tradition of communities, as opposed to art
music which is the artistic expression of musically trained individuals, [developed] among the
‘lower classes,’ [including] working songs, love songs, cradle songs, drinking songs, patriotic
songs, dancing songs, mourning songs, narrative and epic songs”. A further distinction is
made between music which might even have characteristics of a “[stricter] meter and measure,
clear and regular phrases, well-defined tonality, definite form, and triadic intervals, features
which have their origin in the rationalized vocabulary of art music and which have, in the
course of one or two centuries, sunk to the lower classes”. 6

It will be seen that the aesthetic of Indonesian folk songs is the result of a fusion between
regional character and culture, and, in some cases, even the direct result of a response to the
geographical changes that occur among these cultures. For instance, folk songs of the Batak
people in North Sumatra often illustrate the sense of landscape, having lake-based themes.
Indonesian folk music was also influenced by other external factors, absorbing elements of
non-Indonesian music. In the locally well-known song ‘Nina Bobo’, a lullaby sung commonly
across the archipelago sung in the Portuguese-Malay dialect of Tugu (a town close to Jakarta),
it is claimed that the song has its origins in Portuguese music (circa 1550-1600).7 Thus we
can see that Indonesian music, whilst being highly melodic, is also very adaptable to outside
influence and change.

Examining what we have seen so far, it is thus possible for a more objective
classification of our careful definition of what is deemed as being a folk song. We know that
the tradition is only able to survive through “socio-cultural event-based transmission support”,
a system of preservation that precisely relies on change, whilst not discounting government
sponsorship programs or, indeed, composers and ethnomusicologists like Bela Bartok who

5Hokky Situngkir, "Towards Complexity Studies of Indonesian Songs" (Bandung Fe Institute, 2007),10
6 Randel,Don Michael, Harvard Music Dictionary, Harvard University Press.2003
7 Kristianto, Henoch.http://henochkristianto.blogspot.com/2012/04/chapter-iii-archipelago
nusantara.html, Accessed 2 February 2020

http://henochkristianto.blogspot.com/2012/04/chapter-iii-archipelago-nusantara.html
http://henochkristianto.blogspot.com/2012/04/chapter-iii-archipelago-nusantara.html
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not only documented and transcribed music from a whole host of different regions, but also
transformed this music through orchestral means. In this way folk music can also reassign its
identity, whilst remaining faithful to its origins. As Booth and Kuhn have observed, “such
(modernization) would inevitably proceed in the direction of standardization according to the
rules of (usually) Western art music”.8

This would seem to be the immediate course of action for countries such as Indonesia,
which similarly relies on folk music to build national and cultural identity. The Indonesian
government still has a long way to go before the local arts get the (financial) attention they
deserve; there have been real efforts from other, outside initiatives to counter this. The work
of Sukarlan might be considered as a real serious attempt to thwart further extinction of
Indonesian music. The Indonesian folk song, Rasa Sayange was used for a Malaysian
advertisement for tourism back in 2007, a melody that Sukarlan himself used for one of his
Rapsodia Nusantara. The government of Malaysia purported that it was a Malaysian song
because the form of the words is that of a Pantun, a poetic form that finds home in both
Malaysia and Indonesia. This sparked controversy in Indonesia, as might be expected,
because Rasa Sayange is, indeed, a folk song from Maluku provinces.9

The Folk Song “Buka Pintu”

“Buka Pintu”, which translates as “open the door”, originates from the
Maluku (Molucca) Province of Indonesia. Analyzing the lyrics and talking to the Ambonese
people, the researcher has concluded that the song tells both a funny and sad love story. It sets
the scene, relating a story of a man (beta) and a girl (nona), and the man asks the girl to open
the door; however the girl doesn’t want to open it. It might be best described that there is a
boy who has fallen in love with a girl. “Open the door, there is a dog and it’s raining”, this
phrase suggests that the man is begging so that the girl will allow him to come in. It might be
said that “open the door” could be a request for the girl to open her heart up to the man. The
following text details the song in its entirety, with a translation provided underneath.

“Buka Pintu” – Mollucan translated into Indonesian and English

Buka pintu buka pintu, beta mau mau masuke (Buka pintu, buka pintu, saya mau masuk)
Open the door, open the door, I would like to come in
Siolah nona nona beta, adalah di mukae (Yuk nona, saya ada di depan pintu)
Come on girl, I am in front of the door
Beta panggil tidak menyahut, buka pintu juga tidak mau (Saya panggil tapi tidak jawab, buka
pintu juga tidak mau)

8 Ibid
9 Ibid
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I call but no get no response, open the door, you don’t want to
Siolah nona, beta mau masuke
(Nona, saya mau masuk)
Girl, I would like to come in
Beta panggil tidak menyahut, (Saya panggil tapi tidak mau jawab)
I call but no response
buka pintu juga tidak mau (buka pintu juga tidak mau)
Open the door, you don’t want to
Buka pintu beta mau mau masuke (buka pintu, saya mau masuk)
Open the door, I would like to come in

Buka pintu buka pintu, beta mau mau masuke (Buka pintu buka pintu, saya mau masuk)
Open the door, I would like to come in
Siolah nona nona beta, adalah di mukae (Yuk nona, saya ada di depan pintu)
Come on girl, I am in front of the door
Ada anjing gonggong betae, ada hujan basah betae (Ada anjing menggonggong kesaya,
hujan buat saya basah)
There is a dog barking at me, I have got rain on me, I’m getting wet
Siolah nona beta mau masuke
(Sayang, saya mau masuk)
Darling, I would like to come in
Ada anjing gonggong betae, (Ada anjing menggonggong kesaya)
There is dog, barking at me
ada hujan basah betae (hujan buat saya basah)
I have got a rain on me, I’m getting wet
Buka pintu beta mau mau masuke (Bukapintu, saya mau masuk)
Open the door, I would like to come in.

Chinese translation
把门打开，把门打开，我要进来

快吧姑娘，我在门口

我叫了也不回应，门也不打开

姑娘，我要进来

我叫了也不回应，门也不打开

把门打开，我要进来
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把门打开，把门打开，我要进来

快吧姑娘，我在门口

有只狗向我吠叫，雨水把我淋湿

亲爱的，我要进来

有只狗向我吠叫，雨水把我淋湿

把门打开，我要进来

Pic a. A transcription of the folk song “Buka Pintu”
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Pic b. The composer‘s transcription of “Buka Pintu”
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In some Maluku songs, personal introduction between a man and woman normally starts
by asking which clan each belongs to. In this case “nona, se nama sapa, tinggal
dimanae?” (“Girl, what is your name, and where do you live?”) Asking about origins is very
important in this culture because it can indicate what social status you have, or even to which
caste the person might belong. Therefore, in the researcher’s own experience of this, Ambon a
very memorable place (a place, indeed, for rendezvous) for men looking for love. An overture
of love asking for the hand of a woman is normally associated with the beautiful city of
Ambon. Indeed, the very word “Nona” was traditionally considered to be highly romantic
when addressing a younger woman.

3.3 Composition Background Rapsodia Nusantara No 4
The origin of Rhapsody

‘Rhapsody’ is a word that originates from Greece, rhaptein (to stitch)
and ōidē (song/ode), thus the word rhapsōidia means to ‘sew songs’ in their conjugation. In
the Oxford English Dictionary we have further clarification of it being “an epic poem, or part
of a poem, of a suitable length for recitation at one time” and “a free instrumental composition
in one extended movement, typically one that is emotional in character”.10 It was much later
that the word found usage in poetry, and generally poetry that had romantically expressed
content. Move to OUP’s sister volume, the classification becomes more relevant, describing it
as a one movement work, very often with folk song thematic content.

As a musical form, the rhapsody, in its early use has been found in the publication
‘Musicalische Rhapsodien”, a volume of work for piano solo, by Christian Friedrich Daniel
Schubart in 1786. Other variants of this form are found in the work of Count Wenzel Robert
von Gallenberg, in 1802 and then subsequently by Václav Tomášek in 1810. The form’s
popularity gained momentum and began to find form in the poetic nature of much nineteenth
century Romantic music. The rhapsody has been best described as a form that helps liberate
“the poet imprisoned in every man’s heart”.11

Rapsodia Nusantara

The initial idea of Rapsodia Nusantara was sparked by Yazeed Djamin, who is a
well-established pianist, composer and conductor and the founder of the Indonesian National
Chamber Orchestra (now known popularly as the National Symphony Orchestra). Yazeed had
heard that Sukarlan had been performing virtuosic music (such as the Hungarian Rhapsodies)
as part of his encore set, Djamin planned on composing twenty-seven rhapsodies, each one

10 Joyce, Mihchel, and Johnson. Oxford Dictionaries. Oxford University Press.2012.375

11 Ibid
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representing a province of Indonesia, with a regional folk song character to match. Indeed the
name ‘Rapsodia Nusantara’ was Djamin’s own idea.

Thus in 1999, Djamin began to compose his own set, beginning with the province of
Aceh (North Sumatra) with song Bungong Jeumpa as the lynch pin. However, the first one
was not to reach completion because Djamin died in 2001, leaving the first rhapsody
incomplete and the remaining sketches untraceable.

With his friend firmly in mind, Ananda Sukarlan took up the idea himself and began
working on his own personal set of Rapsodia Nusantara. He did this with some reluctance
because he firmly believed that Djamin was the right person to write this music given his
background in Indonesian folk music. 12

Sukarlan’s Rapsodia Nusantara is his first set of virtuosic piano music pieces,
numbering thirty-four individual compositions. By now, thirty have been published. The odd
numbered of the compositions are, in Sukarlan’s own words, “lighter and improvisational”
and, correspondingly, the even-numbered ones being “more serious or adventurous” character
and scope. The odd-numbered Rhapsodies are indeed shorter, simpler and more like
showpieces than their even-numbered counterparts.13

The Nusantara title was not only restricted to Sukarlan during the publication of these
works. On the 9th of May 2006 in the Auditorio Nacional, Jose Ramon Encinar and his
Orquesta de la Comunidad de Madrid, Sukarlan gave a premier of David del
Puerto's “Symphony no. 2, the "Nusantara", for piano and orchestra. This was a large size
work, written in contemporary style. Dedicated to the victims of the tsunami, the composer
has credited influences of “Scarlatti, Beethoven, Delacroix, Lord Byron, Cervantes and the
popular culture of Indonesia”.14

Rapsodia Nusantara No 4

Sukarlan dedicated Rapsodia No. 4 to Henoch Kristianto, a well-known concert pianist.
He has been the first Indonesian who recorded the entire set of Chopin Etudes. Sukarlan
therefore had no issues in dedicating this work to him, and five of the Rapsodia Nusantara are
known to be fiendishly difficult. Nevertheless, other young pianists such as Edith Widayani,
the Ananda Sukarlan Award winner, have also performed this on both the national and
international stage. Sukarlan has stated that, for his first rhapsody, he wanted very much to
experiment with musical “cubism”, and so he took a pair of folk tunes to “distort” and
transform, in the same way that “Picasso would need a model for his painting before he would

12 Kristianto,Henoch, “Rapsodia Nusantara no 4 ”. Accessed 2 February 2020
http://henochkristianto.blogspot.com/2012/04/rapsodia-nusantara.html
13 Ibid
14 Ibid
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distort it”.15 However the present discussion will be limited to the fourth Rhapsody. Sukarlan
explores one folk melody in this work, and, in this case, he claims that he not only distorts the
theme but also creates distance between its individual elements. Occasionally the elements of
the theme can be detached from one another as two separate variations, and other times they
may be connected as one continuous variation, in which case some variations do not end;
instead, they merely transform into the next variation without any apparent break.

The folk song used in this Rhapsody is from Ambon, and, indeed, the one that has
already been discussed above: “Buka Pintu”. There was really no challenge for Sukarlan
when he selected this song – he has passion for music from this area and is known to admire
the culture of the Maluku people. The piece opens with an introduction before the main
melody, with a very ambiguous sense of key – teasing the audience before the main theme
enters. This is a technique Sukarlan says he learned from Tippet, one of his composition
teachers.

The Current Status of Rapsodia Nusantara

The set of Rapsodia, the composer states, is presently in the course of completion.
Rapsodia Nusantara No. 7, 12, 19-30, as well as the "Bagimu Negeri" Variations and the
“Kasih Ibu” variation, are repertoire pieces that are required of performers in order to compete
for the Ananda Sukarlan Award 2020. This really helps in promoting the Indonesian
traditional musical heritage, making it available to a wider audience through the fingers of
new pianists (and not necessarily Indonesians!). Some of the Rapsodia Nusantara have been
recorded, and compiled with other piano music. Given the present climate, the music he has
written is very bleak. Religious radicalism and extremism are very much on the rise,
constantly threatening the government and the peaceful lives of the community; until very
recently Indonesia was famous for its unique cultural brand of religious tolerance and
nationalism.

15 Sukarlan, Ananda. "Rapsodia Nusantara : Jakarta Is No. 1." Accessed 1 February
2020. http://andystarblogger.blogspot.com/search?q=rapsodia.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYTICAL INTERPRETATION OF ANANDA SUKARLAN’S

RAPSODIA NUSANTARA No. 4

For the basis of this study, my interpretation of the Rapsodia Nusantara No. 4 will be
drawn, in part, from a basis of this analysis. The interpretation is arrived at from two sides,
both objective and subjective. To a greater extent, gathering background information for the
study of this composition was made through the interviews with the composer himself, in his
own words, while on the other hand through first-hand experience of the composition, through
the performance, and actualizing the composer’s intentions, and thus analyzing the piece as
the interpreter. The researcher also analyzes in a more traditional format, that is to say through
the semiotic understanding of the music - in other words, the music as it is actually written
down in the score. It therefore hoped that this analysis could draw new light upon our
understanding of the multitude ways in which Sukarlan’s Rapsodia No 4 could potentially be
interpreted.

“Performers have little leeway to interpret a musical work; they must
adhere rather closely to the craft and technique it takes to realize the
structure of a work. And if ‘imagination’ or ‘sensitivity’ is allowed, as
Reimer (2003) now admits, how do we know this is happening if meaning
and value are ‘inside’ the formal elements of work?”16

The ultimate goal of this research is to examine the nature of musical interpretation
framed within its historical context, with some backing literary theory and criticism, together
with selected ideas from the perspective of the expert performers’ own performance. In
offering support for an interpretive view of the performance of this work, I propose to ask:
What are the processes of and conditions for musical performance as interpretation? How can
these processes and conditions be recognized and realized in music as an educational tool?
The researcher hastens to add that effort to illuminate aspects of music interpretation and
performance through literary theory and criticism differs from what other writers have done.

In order to increase our awareness about how to interpret an Indonesian classical piano
piece, the researcher also considers the work of composers prior to Sukarlan, thus attempting
to connect each musical element, many of which can also be found in Sukarlan’s
compositional sound world. It goes without saying that the most important part in this
research is, of course, to present the researcher’s own interpretation as this also can prove to
be of a great benefit, bringing new ideas as a new performer of how to begin interpreting a
new score and contemporary Indonesian repertoire in general.

16 Silvermen, Marissa, 103
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In this chapter it is my intention that all sides of my interpretation can be taken into
consideration, for these ideas could be in direct conflict with when considered from each
individual performer’s perspective. Therefore, the subjective and objective sides, I maintain,
help us express our understanding of how the performer is not only able to provide ideas for
the interpretation, but, more importantly, that the performer is one of the most essential
elements when searching for new ideas and taking music to uncharted territories.

Analytical Interpretation of Rapsodia Nusantara No 4 by Ananda Sukarlan

Introduction

Music is a universal language. The interpretation based on the history of this piece is also
a study of melody, connecting the overall meaning within its cultural context, and the musical
expression this yields, and on which the composer based his score. Sukarlan himself
maintains:

“Another thing I would like to rectify is the common belief that
people with AS can't be "empathic". That's very wrong. In fact, after talking
with fellow Aspies, I can tell you that we are just the opposite: we are
hypersensitive people. We just don't know, most of the times, how to express
it physically. And he thinks that this is where his music comes from: it can
express things which I am unable to express through gestures, words or
actions. So, that convinced me again of what I always said about music: We
write, perform and play music to express, not to impress”.17

17 Sukarlan, Ananda “about AS and TS” accessed 1 March 2020
https://andystarblogger.blogspot.com/2014/02/and-what-about-aspergers-syndrome.html
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From the statement above, it could be concluded that Sukarlan is able to become an
extrovert through his music. Sukarlan has a syndrome informally called ‘Aspies’, which
motivates him to produce a lot of musical output. Therefore, his own character can be seen
through such an expression. In addition, this interpretation could be regarded in the absolute
of either subjective or objective terms.

In our introduction to the set of variations, we have, as is standard practice, the opening
theme, our first main melody, and the melody that the rest of the music will be based upon.
This theme does not, however, start immediately, and we find at the beginning of the piece
there is a rhapsodic prelude, an almost pre-introduction, if you will. During an interview
Sukarlan said that in order to create this variation he was in a good mental space and thus was
not composing regularly. He used the word ‘random’ to describe the genesis of this music.
His idea, he went on to say, was to create a sense of tension and release for the listeners,
especially when the theme eventually begins to come in to play – an idea he borrowed in part
from his composition teacher, Michael Tippett. This seems to be true. If we look at Tippett’s
Sonata no 1, the first movement begins in precisely this way. This obfuscation of the main
idea certainly does work its charm, and even more so as the whole-tone passages turn along
towards the variations. This approach definitely combines clear western classical elements to
the work. Furthermore, we shall see, he not only makes each variation come alive individually,
but actually gives each one its own character, whilst distorting the theme, creating a sense of
distance – at once something new and creative; a true cohesion between the theme and the
elements of each variation.

We can see there is even more character than previously thought. In my subjective
interpretation, based on the initial reaction to the music, we can see the beginning of nervous
energy that these chords bring to, with hesitancy and full of surprises. The first melody is
marked with piano dynamics, whilst the character is indicated with a tenderness: ‘p,
“dreamy”, fleeting’. This is a moment of a pure fantasy and imagination, bringing forth an
illusion; something should not be in the mind. The composer plays with expectation, where he
is creative with these transcendental emotions.

The two quavers come from the theme “Buka Pintu”, the first three notes (C, Bb, A),
later become modified into an augmented chord C+ with two fermata and using the sustain
pedal until the end of phrase with a fermata. It indicates that we should perform without any
limits in space or time, and it also can encourage us to use our imagination, like a dreamer
who wants to realize everything that they would hope for. The musical terms here are
unambiguously Italian: ‘presto, senza tempo’, literally ‘fast, and as if with no tempo’. This
could mean extremely fast, or even this might be telling us play as fast as we possibly can. As
we go on, we can see una corda, as shown in the middle of the staff where the soft pedal is to
be depressed. Sukarlan also requires tre corde, which means the soft pedal is to be released.
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The motif has returned again, with the opposite intervals and now with diminished chord D0,
yet again ending on a fermata.

Not intending to overcomplicate things, if we look at this subjectively, these two notes
act as a motif which can be described as being the ‘knocking the door’ in our story of the song,
as we earlier discussed. The first knocking, it might be said, was really filled with hope, with
the second one with less enthusiasm, as illustrated by emotion stored up with the diminished
chords, thus offering an emotional drop of the listener.

It might be said that our protagonist goes on hoping is that the woman will open the door.
It suddenly ends with a chord, as if to show us his heart is broken, further painting the picture
of panic when our protagonist knocks on the door, though he is not revealing his
disappointment. The third fermata shows that it the last time he tries to knock again. It might
be interpreted that he is very nervous at this moment.

The fifth bar grows in complexity, cascading polyrhythms fixed across a modal scale.
Our tempo marking has also changed, marked ‘poco a poco accel’, meaning gradually getting
faster, almost like a metaphorical a wave of the ocean. We end on a D0 Augmented chord,
almost like a mysterious unanswered question.
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Theme

Our unanswered question finally gives rise to the main theme of the composition. The
theme comes up eventually in a luminous, even pastoral, F Major tonality. The music is
marked ‘warm’ with a tempo instruction of ‘Andante amabile’, clearly intending a mood full
of heart and gentleness. As a subjective interpretation, this character brought to my attention
the idea of how a romantic composer might create a melancholic melody. The tonality F
Major often expresses a romantic idea, and, as I have said, often implying a pastoral mood. It
can be found in many pieces, such as Chopin’s Nocturne op. 15 no. 1, Chopin Ballade no. 2,
and even in Beethoven’s Andante Favori. We have already seen that the composer has
established a tonality of F Major. We might even consider that Sukarlan uses this as tool to
express his loneliness, perhaps something that might be considered primeval and natural.

Let us now take a look at the melody and harmonic structure of this theme. We have
already considered how Sukarlan fuses his variations to appear in a seamless stream of
consciousness. This given further weight in the theme, where it will be seen that the melodic
line is not only on the top, but, in fact in other voicing in the music. The phrasing here in the
theme is square and symmetrical. If we focus upon the first nineteen bars, it is clear we need
to use pedal, lightly and purposefully. Accordingly let’s look at bar 7 to 21 though a
subjective lens:
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In some parts, it is clear the chords need to be played firmly to bring out the counter
melody, such as in bar 8, note Eb, in root position shows a minor chord and at bar 13 with a C+

augmented, clearly the dominant, which helps create an interesting melancholy nuance in the
theme. This theme sounds choral in some respects, with a demarcation of four voices.
Eventually we are made to focus on melody and some chords might require a little arpeggiato,
just to help lift it and return to a brighter mood. This could be done in bar 8 and 16, for
instance.

Our uneven, fifteen-bar tune is prolonged by a repeat of the main ritornello/chorus (the
second half of the folk tune), this time in a higher register, thus creating the required “like a
music box” impression. This might be further thought to be a personal reference for the
composer for it shows directly to the audience the biographical nature of his music, for the
composer himself had claimed that his favorite quintuple and septuplets subdivision stemmed
from his childhood memories of hearing broken music box. The ‘dreamy’ effect of this
introduction (together with the augmented dominant chord) reappears at the cadence in bar 13,
just before the arrival of the ritornello/chorus. The composer marks non rubato on the score
here, describing the effect of the music box itself – it sounds at constant tempo, and creating a
sense that the higher register is perfectly placed for the timbre of a music box.

We must make careful use of the soft pedal in this section, for the music box effect
should sound light and with a non legato, or ‘non-sustained’. For the return of the beginning
theme from bar 8, it might be suggested to play with some tasteful rubato, to help bring out
the emotional depth and freedom of the music at this point.

Harmonically, the melody embedded upon linear chords, but with clear voicings, and this
gives a somewhat romantic feel to the chord progressions. Thus, the character of the theme is
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created using gentle motions. Contrastingly enough, character of the actual folk song requires
a strong melody and driving rhythm. The composer, on the other hand, offers something very
different, beginning with simplicity, and developing more extreme moods for the rest the
variations. At the end of theme, there is short transition with a forced articulation, where it
will be seen there are hard accented notes in the left hand, thus merging a fresh breath of a
phrase, before the character of the theme is concluded.

Variation I

The first variation, Allegro scherzando, requires us to perform fast and lively. This
character brings to mind one further song from Maluku called ‘Pocopoco’ (which, of course,
is the same area that the ‘Buka Pintu’ song originates from. Maluku songs are typically
melancholic but laced with a kind of cruel humor. This rhythm brought to this variation is a
genre of Indonesian music called Dangdut. This is dance music which is characteristically
made of a specific rhythmic pattern. Dangdut is a very popular kind of music that is very
close to the heart of most Indonesians (and especially so in Java Island!). The composer offers
a transition, in almost the same way as he did in the introduction, except now this combines it
with our peaceful theme, with the exciting nuances driven by the dangdut rhythms!

Leggierro or leggero, tells us this must be play lightly, but perhaps in this case a more
detached style of playing is required, for the rapid passages begin to emerge here. It might be
interpreted somewhat looser: legato passages with some light marked moments. In this case, it
would make sense to put a firm accent on the first beat of the bar. Going back to the original
song, this could be considered to represent the man as he is pursued by the dog. Allegro here
might literally mean ‘in a hurry’, as if running from the dog in the narrative, and scherzando,
it seems, is the humor that is required from the Maluku style of folk song. This tempo
captures the story perfectly, making the moments in the narrative very clear for those familiar
with the song. There are some difficult overlapping passages, where the hands are required to
cross one another in bar 37-39, which further enhances the humor and energetic panic!
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The first ritornello/chorus it takes off to a wave of broken chords, arpeggios and
dislocated chords. This diatonic variation is full of flair and brilliance. Especially so with the
marking subito, a sudden fortissimo and shocking with powerful volume right up until the end
of the first variation.

A grand section ensues with loud dynamic markings, at the start of the second
ritornello/chorus which is delivered through melody and a dramatic closing arpeggio to bring
the first variation to a conclusion, offering a sense of relief as we arrive at a perfect cadence,
almost as if the man, being pursued by the dog has finally reached safety as we mark the
return home to the tonality of F Major. It might be argued that the last chord should be held,
perhaps with a small fermata, just mark the passing of the variation, and the arrival of a new
variation - a variation, as we shall see, is in sharp contrast to the previous counterpart.
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Variation II

Andantino melancolico, signals the change of mood to the tonic minor of F Minor. The
second variation reveals a completely different character, a true melancolico, a highly
romantic nuance, starting with the marking con tristezza, which translates as deep sadness or
grief, a feeling of utmost sorrow. This part might be thought to represent Indonesian music
originating from the music of the Malay people. Nevertheless, the original chord progressions
and texture can be heard very clearly in this variation. The minor chord progression comes
from bar 52 to 66 and the second ritornello/chorus change to tonic major chord (F Major),
thus effecting a tierce di Picardie, together with an a tempo marking (a bit more flowing), as
if the composer is lifting the mood somewhat, lulling us into a false sense of security before
the drama of the new variation arrives.

In Bar 55, we have a descending bass line which acts as kind of extended passing note
from the previous theme at that point, because at this point the shape of the melody has been
modified – this must be performed dolce – as sweetly as the performer can execute the
passage.

We arrive at a thoughtful imperfect cadence in C Major, where he masterfully connects
the old variation with that of the new with a sidestep modulation – but even in this familiar
zone of C major, we still feel uneasy, given the first inversion chord, the E of the bass low
down on the bass of the piano.
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Variation III

In this variation, the accompaniment bursts into arpeggios, vibrant fireworks that propel
us along the, together with a transition and modulation to A Major in bar 84. It is very
important that the performer should maintain a true singing line, whilst simultaneously
pinning this vocalise upon a sold beat, in this way the true, dual natured character of this
triplet movement will hold the listener’s attention. However, the left hand must remain
vigilant and true to the composer’s intentions, ensuring moderato cantabile elements of this
variation are achieved, during all parts of each phrase. In bar 81-83 the chord progressions
take us to chord VII, and becomes augmented at Bar 84, as if it were an echo of the previous
‘a dreamy fleeting’, almost as though the narrator of the traditional song continues to relate
his dream narrative.
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In bar 85, marked mf, and clearly marked with “warmer” tone, indicates that Sukarlan
would like the music to move into a lighter tonal area, a decidedly necessary contrast.

Towards the end of this variation the mood is clearly being set up for the variation’s
climax, the dynamic marking being marked as p with a gradation to mf, followed by a further
crescendo hairpin. If this were not clear enough, the composer also makes a visual crescendo
for us too, with ascending and descending virtuosic scale sextuplet passages, concluding with
aplomb, employing brilliant arpeggios in sixths up until the close.

Variation IV

Allegro scherzando, with a tempo marking of 120, presents every element of drama
required for this kind of variation; this is a tour de force, with every kind of excitement,
suspense and surprise, both for listeners and players alike. The first fives bar presenting a
contrasting musical texture, calling back to antiquity with a clear, if somewhat loose, two-part
fugato. The rhythms later even suggest that of a toccata (Poulenc, indeed, is called to mind),
but here the similarities with the Baroque end, for Sukarlan paints with a pentatonic ‘pelog’
scale, recalling the gamelan music of Central Java and Bali (gong kebyar).
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At the centre of Balinese musical culture are the deep and penetrating reverberations of
the bronze gongs. Gongs are the strongest and most important timbre in the gamelan. In this
case, I provide a reference for the reader:

Fig. 1
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In the figure below we can see the Balinese pentatonic mode compared with its western
counterpart:

Fig 2.

Each of five tones are labeled with one of the Balinese solfa names (do, re mi,) ding,
dong, deng, dung and dang, with ding considered to be the starting note of the mode. The
chart above shows how the three modes selisir, tembung, and sunaren are derived from the
parent 7 tone Pelog. Sukarlan has clearly intended these modes to be in our minds in the
present variation.

This fusion of sounds really gives the variation a unique colour. This two-part
counterpoint, marked molto marcato, requires the performer perform short and accent notes
all through the variation. This articulation gives a very tactile feel for both performer and
listener. With a scherzando marking, typically misinterpreted as a ‘joke’, the variation
conjures the joyful nature of dance from these regions, and specifically so in Bali. It is
through this variation that we are able to recall the now world famous kecak dance, with the
word ‘cak’ ostinato is percussively called by a large group of male performers, as they pass
antiphonically back and forth to each other, punctuated energetic hand and arm movements.
In an interview with Sukarlan himself, the composer was inspired by gamelan music, and
recalled his own travels to Bali. His return to this pentatonic scale is heard in a number of the
Rapsodia Nusantara, clearly expressing a firm cultural identity in his musical voice.

The joke-like nature of this music, arguably, helps us recall our main narrative. The
woman who remains at the interest of our protagonist (who is ‘knocking’ on her door - there
are, of course, clear sexual undertones to this metaphor) is keeping silent and offers no clue to
the outcome of the narrative, right to the very close.
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In bar 111, the rhythmic values of the notes are becoming shorter, thus giving the
impression of a change in tempo. By contrast, the dynamic marking moves in another
direction (observe the softest dynamic at 115), with markings as extreme as ppp, all the while
the scales ascend, contrary to our musical expectations. The sextuplets appear again from the
previous variation, and we close with a scale passage of perfect fourths (ironically breaking
all rules of the ‘Riemenschneider’ in this pastiche variation), leading us to a return to the
pastoral tonality of F Major with no pause as we segue into the next variation.

Variation V

Prestissimo scherzando, molto marcato e non legato: percussively played at continuous
crotchet. Here, Sukarlan presents us with complicated chordal and rhythmic distortion, a very
characteristic trait of Sukarlan’s compositional style. As we have seen, he has discussed his
influences from artists like Picasso, and here the composer demonstrates this by breaking the
flow of the tempo, travelling though time signatures from 4/4/, 7/8, and 9/8 without faltering
for breath.
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The texture is largely homophonic, merging often contrapuntal echoes from the previous
variation at bars 116 through 121, after which we are forced through a modulation to G
Major.

At this point a dotted crotchet countermelody appears in left hand from bar 122 through 125,
with no break.

We finally arrive at the climax with rich chords and striking harmony at bars 136 through
145, creating a true sense of excitement, peppered with chromatic sidesteps (bar 136-141),
thus building up even more of a sense of drama, heightening our sense of urgency. The music
is highly syncopated, punctuated by, at times, seemingly vicious octaves. By the end of the
variation we have modulated to the subdominant of G, crashing down hard in the new tonality
of C major (absence of dynamic markings here suggest to us that we remain in a hard and
punctuated fortissimo).

With little time for breath, the composer presents us with an anacrusis bar that traces us
back to F major, a right hand appoggiatura ‘sigh’ (!) that helps us fall from C to Bb, implying
a passing seventh on the dominant after a short fermata.
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Variation VI

Thus, we arrive at en modo ‘romantico’, back in our home key of F Major. Returning
to the narrative of our song of Buka Pintu, this variation might be thought of as illustrating
our protagonist’s broken heart, and directly so through with the espressivo marking. As the
variation title promises, our melodic is unabashedly romantic in flavour. Sukarlan was clearly
influenced by Liszt’s ‘Un Sospiro’, and he himself has often stated that he had Liszt’s works
in mind when he wrote his own set of rhapsodies.

From the onset, the composer creates a sense of urgency tied together with
heart-on-sleeve passion. The wide range of our melody, combined with the soaring
arch-shaped phrasing provides much warmth for the listener, whilst maintaining a gentle and
expressive legato in our very Lisztian accompaniment. Sukarlan treats the melodic material
applying a broken, appoggiatura octave, a bell-like calling out, almost frustrated. The left
hand weaves sympathetic arpeggios with the right hand, providing a suitable bed fellow for
the melody. A tasteful rubato is required for this variation, in order to bring out our
crisscrossing sextuplet accompaniment.

The dynamic markings are still ambiguous here, Sukarlan leaving this up entirely to the
performer. These passages should be played with warmth, whilst being careful not to obscure
the theme, marked mf from bar 144-147. This might be through of as some kind of operatic
aria, where in our protagonist from the narrative expresses the intensity of his his emotions,
his ‘sospira’ (breath) – despite his overtures to the woman, he is left in the dark as to the
outcome of her actions.

The crescendo suggests that he still holds on to expectation that these overtures will be,
somehow, requited, thus creating a feeling of intensity, with the last bar being accented,
echoing perfectly the words of our song text: ‘beta mau masuke’, or, ‘let me come into your
heart’ (straight out of Verdi!).
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As we reach the end of the variation, at around bar 158, it would be tasteful to employ a
little subito ritardando to herald the start of a new ensuing mood.

Variation VII

This variation creates a sense of blur, with much dissonance and smudging across our
whole-tone scale, thus conjuring the feeling of real distance between the variations. Indeed,
Sukarlan has himself described feeling the need for making a gap when he composed this
variation. Emotional isolation is also further heightened through the use of a ‘lento’ tempo
marking, representing and emphasising the composer’s own loneliness – very real struggles
that he personally felt as a result of suffering from Asperger’s syndrome.

The composer marks the variation accordingly, with subito piano and pianissimo,
misterioso with molto pedale. These are the first real directions we have been given since the
end of the previous variation.

It could be argued that, because the whole-tone scale is blurred, this might be said to
represent the moon light shining through the darkness, almost a kind of hopelessness,
indicating that our protagonist still has no answer in our narrative. This is supported by low
intervals in the left hand, going as far down as the lowest Ab on the keybed, creating an
unsettling sound world, employing diminished intervals, and an ugly melodic line. We have
further augmented intervals in the right hand, increasing this intensity.
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We end with a C+ augmented chord before the ritornello/chorus returns, highlighting
this ambiguity. The ritornello/chorus itself appears in an augmented guise, with a diminished
chord ending the variation. We are drawn towards the Schubertian modulation to the
subdominant, building up tension as we arrive at the eight variation.

Variation VIII

After the somewhat dreamy mood and dissonant harmony of the previous variation,
we return to the world of excitement; this incarnation of the theme is treated to a rhythmical
tour de force, with Sukarlan writing strong triplet patterns marked with very decisive
staccatissimo. The thread of humor is still clear all the way though the variation, with
joke-like passages clearly marked in bar 172-178, furthering the narrative – it is almost as if
the protagonist continues to knock at the door, but now in a rather aggressive way, desperate
almost, in his pursuit of the girl’s heart. This is all painted against a ‘vivacissimo scherzando’
backdrop – the performer must be at once playful and powerful; fast but never hurried.
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The melodic make-up of this passage is largely composed of jumping, almost acrobatic
chords, hocketing antiphonally between the left and right hands – not dissimilar to the early,
secular organum music of Phillipe de Vitry or indeed, Guilluame de Machaut. Comparisons
might even be drawn further from the medieval period, which is rife with poetry and music
full of courtly (unrequited!) love. This hocketing has a humorous effect on the ear, thus
highlighting the skittish nature of our love story narrative.

The actual layout of this movement is not too dissimilar to Listz’s Mazzepa, and,
according to Sukarlan himself, he made no secret of this influence. The dynamic
architecture is smooth, starting marked with a soft piano, with further grading of intensely to a
louder mf in bar 178 though 183. The soaring sixths create tension as they ascend the
instrument, full to the brim with percussive resonance, leaping at the octave.

Subsequently we are surprised with the return of our repeated ritornello/chorus with
soft subito piano in bar 184, and then additionally so with legato markings, and an indication
of poco piu mosso e leggiero; this could be interpreted as a somewhat sweet change of mood,
and another echo of the sextuplets from the previous variation - with contrary motion jumping
arpeggios, which has a very beautiful effect for the listener, and adds to further surprise, and a
somewhat more emotional ending.
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By 189, Sukarlan has marked the score pianissisimo, (almost a morendo, as if
disappearing into nothingness), before a short breath that leads us into the final variation, and
change of dynamic to subito mf, an almost Gamelan Gong Kebyar effect from soft to loud,
maintaining all the while the cultural thread, before our final variation.

Variation IX

By the Vivace, we have reached the peak of our musical drama – Sukarlan pushes the
boundaries in this last variation, and it is intensely thrilling, right up until the conclusion.
Scherzando, non legato, molto articulato, we maintain the same tempo and, indeed, the same
humorous mood, returning to old excitement, but with a very contemporary texture. There are
echoes of rag time and of Scott Joplin, combined, bizarrely enough, with the contrapuntal
nature of Bach’s two-part inventions – all of this packed in from bar 190 through till bar 203.

The chord progressions become increasing complex from bar 198, right up until bar 203,
with contrary motion arpeggios remaining from previous variation.
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We reach a spectacular climax with virtuosic writing; a breathtaking pentatonic scale at
double octaves, heightening a surprise modulation to D Major at bar 203. We finally take
breath with two fermata, a slight pause before the ensuing celebration! It is here, we hope, that
the outcome of our protagonist’s desires reach their conclusion.

Finale

Allegretto Festivo, this is a grand section, that really combines all of the elements of
the variation set. We have fully voiced, four-part chords from 217, marked with a triple forte
– further recalling music of the gamelan, as if the largest gong of the bronze orchestra were
being sounded. To create this effect successfully, we will need to apply and appropriate
amount of sustain pedal, as if breaking the flow and thus smudging the harmony. Sukarlan’s
influence from Liszt is felt once again at bars 215 through 218, with breathtaking arpeggios
across both left and right hands, creating mountainous sweeping curves, still in expanded
triplets (remember those?).
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The compass of the piano is well and truly explored to its fullest here, with the
highest note being marked at it’s most extreme – a shockingly resonant ffff, and then further
through the decibels, reaching a near-impossible fffff. We appear to wind down slowly, with
Sukarlan resting our ears on a fermata, before once again setting us off.

We end, somewhat abruptly, with the performer’s hands requiring to jump from the
highest note of the phrase, to the and lowest. Our ‘codetta’ is marked out for us: subito
prestissimo possible.

Thus our narrative ends unpredictably – and our protagonist fails to reach an answer
from his betrothed, unlike most well-rounded love stories, for that would be far too
predictable a backdrop for this very unpredictable music by Sukarlan, even, arguably, right up
until the stunning finale.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

In writing this thesis, I have represented my own view in the interpretation of Ananda
Sukarlan’s Rapsodia Nusantara No. 4, providing, to the best of the author’s ability, a
historical framework through which the writing is placed. It was precisely by having
first-hand communication with the composer, whether through the conducting of interviews
or informal email communication, that I hope to have provided the reader with some clear
source material, considering from both subjective and objective points of view.

As a pianist, I will attempt to present this piece as part of my final recital, thus
providing a final practical basis for this study, through direct demonstration, as the music was
intended. Indeed, it is in this final, received interpretation that all the things discussed above
can be validated in the execution this, not only as an academic analysis, but, rather, as a
performed exemplar in order to give my arguments a more holistic dimension.

Rapsodia Nusantara No. 4 is a virtuosic composition, specifically designed with the idea
of attracting a both a national and international interest to the composer’s work. While
remaining true to his roots, Sukarlan, now physically living in the western world is, in many
ways, able to bridge this gap between East and West in a way that few other composers are
able to do so. Unsurprisingly, this single Rapsodia has received less attention than others in
the set, largely because it is regarded as one of the most difficult pieces in Sukarlan’s oeuvre.

Thus, it is hoped that the author will be able to bridge the performer-interpreter gap by
means of a recital (in China) in which the audience (of a panel of examiners) will experience
this piece in the manner it was intended to be performed, with the words of this analysis very
much behind the raison d’etre of my recital. It further hoped that, as I identify as an
Indonesian pianist performing national repertoire overseas, this would further illustrate the
need for Indonesian classical music to acknowledged in a more serious way outside of my
country.

In addition, Rapsodia Nusantara no. 4, a set of variations based on the famous folk song
‘Buka Pintu’ from Ambon, in the Molucca Province, represents a real slice of Indonesian
culture. But Sukarlan’s work on this song is, arguably, absolutely inspirational, and has been
worthy of an analytical and interpretation.

As we have seen, the composer’s own personality is revealed in his compositional
process. The constant mood swings, the sudden, twitching dynamics, and, indeed, his taste for
ambiguity does, at face value, show a very private Sukarlan; a composer who deals with his
own learning and emotional challenges suffering from Asperger’s syndrome. But this is to no
ill effect, for, in fact, it is precisely this personal voice in his music that reveals a plethora of
compositional strengths. He has framed this inspirational voice using ‘Buka Pintu” as the
window through which he wants his listeners to understand this deeply personal voice. Using
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a very localized musical paint brush, we can see how far wishes to illustrate his national
identity, and this is reflected well in his use of the pelog and slendro modes, scales that sum
up perfectly the sound world of Balinese and Central Javanese gamelan – an unmistakable
Indonesian sound world.

It comes as a surprise, then, that Sukarlan is able fuse this traditional, Indonesian voice
with western classical music, evoking simultaneously the sound world of Bach and Listz. The
influence, has we have noted, has not stopped there, and Sukarlan freely admits to rogue,
more contemporary elements in work, being inspired by Pablo Picasso, and generally coming
under the influence of his own composition teacher, Sir Michael Tippet.

A set of variations, then, is an ideal framework to ‘resonate’ each of these individual
voices, all the while illustrating the narrative behind the Ambonese theme, ‘Buka Pintu’. In
this way he able to offer both pianist and listener, a truly multi-dimensional experience.

To summarize, then, the point of this modest thesis, at the very least, is to inspire others
to take Indonesian piano repertoire more seriously. It aims to provide a foundation in this
appreciation and aims to provide a useful addition analysis of Anada Sukarlan’s music. Like
the music of this multi-voiced composer, it is hoped that the writing here will be equally
multi-faceted, beneficial to pianists, musicians, educators, readers, and researcher alike as a
reference for understanding the wide and varied music of Nusantara.
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